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1.1. A city level transfer story 

The main economic sector for the Municipality of Bansko is tourism and the ski center is well known 
destination for winter tourism – not only in Bulgaria but also and in Eastern Europe.  The city of 
Bansko offers more than 16 000 tourists’ beds, which are occupied mainly in the winter months. For 
the Municipal government is very important to expand the tourist season and to find different 
opportunity to get more tourists in our region. Nowadays, more tourists are interested in different 
experience, they want to experience local activities. Our mountain region can offer such programs 
and products, but connecting beekeeping and tourism would introduce a new topic and would 
diversify the tourism offer. We believed that this process could represent an important opportunity 
further sustainable development based on new beekeeping linked products – not only for our 
municipality but for Bulgaria too.   

That’s how everything starts… 

From the begging of BeePathNet project Municipality of Bansko planned to develop first in Bulgaria 
tourist walking route called Bansko Bee Path. We thought it might include various key points of 
interest, visit of beehives hosted in the city and surround area, bee related information and 
educational boards for the visitors, local kiosk for bee products, etc. 

But than during the implementation of the BeePathNet project Municipality of Bansko together with 
ULG group created educational programs for the pupils and the kids in kindergartens. We aim to 
continue increasing the level of knowledge about the bees and raising awareness about their 
importance.  The project also aimed to raise the awareness of the role of bees in nature by 
improving the biological knowledge. The implementation started with kids from the kindergarten, 
primary school classes 5-7 years old and continued to 8-14 years and then the focus was be on the 
Preliminary schools. 

Furthermore, we were focused to the improvement quality of living for citizens of Bansko, to ensure 
the urban revival of the City of Bansko and address modern urban cross-sector challenges such as 
climate change, sustainable development, etc. 

So far, all these tasks are achieved and Bansko has transferred some of the obligatory and voluntary 
topics from the BEE PATH good practice transfer progress. 

Active partnership establishment and management has been settled with good cooperation 
between ULG group, stakeholders and Municipality of Bansko. 

 Big number of good activities have been realized:  

• Roundtable on the topic “Key challenges of urban beekeeping”,  

• Seed donation campaign for melliferous plants for everyone who wants to support urban 
beekeeping,  

• Melliferous flowers have been given to the citizens, in front of the municipality dedicated to 
the international flower day  

• Art Workshop Save the Bees 

• Wide celebration of World Bee Day  

During the implementation of the  BeePathNet project there was strengthening political support  of 
Municipality of Bansko.  Furthermore, one of the main policies of the Municipality of Bansko is to 
continue to expand the urban beekeeping therefore the Government is looking for a regulation of 
urban beekeeping and integrating it into the strategic urban context.  Bansko expanded the green 
areas, planting different types of shrubs and trees suitable for pollinators, after a successful 
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campaign in August, Municipality of Bansko and Beekeeping Society ROI for donation of 200 
melliferous plants were distributed - lavender, gaillardia and echinacea. 

Organization and implementation of yearly awareness rising of Municipality of Bansko included 
promotional events, lectures, round table. Shared links in our official web site, all events of the 
partners of BeePathNet, all newsletter of BEE PATH, preparing local news for publishing in a social 
media.  

The promotion activities of Bansko BEE Path map of has been started. Online version of Bansko Bee 
path has been sent to all institutions and organizations. There is official printing version of Bee path 
map. 

Finally, the educational polygon has been completed and 3 beehives, designed and painted on the 
Art workshop, were also settled there.  Near the Polygon there is board for Bee’s children’s pictures.  

And that’s how it ends… 

Many risks and challenges appear during our everyday work and communication. Having good will 
and dreaming ideal life, makes us more motivated. Some of good practices transferred in the City 
of Bansko we are proud with are: 

✓ Bansko is the first town in Bulgaria creating a Bee Path but it will encourage many more cities 
to focus on urban bee keeping and get part of such projects.  

✓ We have established a hard-working local group and together we have successfully adapted 
the good practice and achieved even more than planned; 

✓ Higher municipality administration involvement – The Economic development department, 
European project department, the Educational and the Ecology and Landscaping 
departments have been involved in the BeePathNet Reloaded project; 

✓ An educational program has been developed and implemented at the schools and 
kindergartens, aiming to acquaint the pupils with the role of bees in nature and their 
importance for the planet; the students made information boards, drawings and projects; 
developed a poster and a flyer on the topic “Save the Bees! Six ways to protect the bees on 
Earth”; 

✓ Awareness rising campaigns for citizens – regular publications of news and content for 
events, roundtables, etc.; promotion including communication tools as a Facebook page 
BeePathNet ULG group Bansko and publications on the official web site and Facebook page 
of Bansko Municipality; 

✓ Biodiversity campaigns and promotions for citizens – 1)we have organized free distribution 
of over 200 melliferous  saplings; 2) a campaign for seed donation – 200 bags of melliferous 
plants were distributed to stakeholders; 3) a round table “Key challenges for urban 
beekeeping” and a lot of activities have been realized for World Bee Day in the schools and 
kindergartens; 4) Art Workshop Save the Bees; 5) Wide celebration of World Bee day.  

✓ Development of Educational Bee Path in Bansko “Where heritage meets the education” with 
8 stops. 

✓ Produced a short movie with points of Bansko Bee Path and interview of a famous and active 
members from Bansko ULG group.  

✓ The ambition of Municipal Government was to diversify the tourism through the transfer of 
the good practice and make Bansko a popular destination for bees and biodiversity.  
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1.2. Progress within Bansko ULGs  
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1.3. Bansko Bee Path 

Bansko Municipality has 
successfully adapted the good 
practice and achieved even 
more than planned. Since the 
first meeting all members 
(whether beekeepers, 
producers, restaurants and 
hotel owners, searchers and 
educators) have generated 
ideas and themes to debate. 
That leads to realization of 
many of them and the project 
will have to extend well 
beyond, mainly in the area of 
education, tourism and new 
products. 

Through our participation in 
the process of transfer of good 
practices, we developed and 
implemented awareness 
raising campaigns and 
educational programs on the 
importance of pollinators and 
bees.  

We have created the 
Educational Bansko Bee Path 
“Where heritage meets 
education”, with 8 points. 
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1.4. Photo Library 
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1.5. The “secret ingredient” 
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1.6. Final remarks and desired results in the future  

✓ Bansko has become well-known for organization of regular public events promoting urban 
beekeeping that attract tourists. 

✓ To protect all pollinators and biodiversity is a priority in the near future of awareness raising 
campaigns and full implementation of educational programs at kindergarten and schools 
improved the general level of public understanding of the importance of bees and other 
types of pollinators. 

✓ To make Bansko a welcoming place for bees, where farmers, beekeepers and citizens can 
cooperate and protect nature and become a place where bees and other wild pollinators 
find a safe home, where biodiversity is valued and protected, where urban beekeeping is 
preferred occupancy. 

✓ To continue the expansion of the green areas by planting different types of shrubs and trees 
suitable for pollinators and to increase biodiversity in public green spaces. 

✓ To ensure the priority place of beekeeping in future municipal agricultural policy, in terms of 
support and simplification, research and innovation, and beekeeping education programs. 

✓ Beekeepers take part in Bansko an active dialogue with the competent authorities with a 
view to more effective implementation of the national programs in the field of beekeeping. 

✓ To set up herbal gardens – Gardening in the city in the courtyards of public buildings, schools 
and kindergartens by encouraging employees and students to take care of them. 

✓ To encourage the tourist business – managers of the hotels, guest houses to make their own 
gardens with plants suitable for pollinators and have beehives around their hotels so they 
can produce honey for their own needs. 

✓ To develop an automated beehive with heating and video surveillance and to be able to 
observe it on the screen located on the central square in our city, schools, accommodation 
places, in the tourist information centers and on the phones. 

✓ To support local beekeepers by providing them with free information desk to advertise and 
sell their honey harvest during the festivals. 

✓ To equip an apiary that citizens can also take care of and set up information boards. 

✓ To expand the implemented educational program in all schools and all kindergartens in the 
Municipality of Bansko, including the homes with the status of protected stilt (social group 
with disabilities). 

✓ To encourage touristic businesses to offer bee products produced by local consumers and 
development of health packages by hotel managers. 

✓ To implement new technologies for people’s awareness of the benefits of bees, their 
preservation as a population and the harm of pesticides. 

✓ To begin composting- to collect separately the plant waste. Using compost in the soil 
increases the nutrient content and reduces the need to use artificial fertilizers and 
pesticides. 
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✓ To give the key role of mind changers where it belongs in our society- to the young people 
so we must encourage them to be active participants in improving the quality of life and 
increasing the well-being of society. 

✓ To transform the local policy towards bees, other pollinators and biodiversity in our urban 
areas. 

✓ The World Bee Day is celebrated as a Notational Festival for one week- concerts, workshops, 
cultural events, activities.   

✓ To expand the physical Bee Path in Bansko and to create the Tourist Biodiversity Path in 
Bansko as tourist attractions.  
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